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INTRODUCTION / PRELIMINARY
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Thank you for purchasing the Scosche GM1481 Kit. This Kit was manufactured with
the highest of quality standards.
NOTES:
See your vehicle’s instructions for any special tool your installation might require.
Read all instructions accompanying your car stereo for proper wiring and mounting
instructions.
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STEREO INSTALLATION
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove (1) Screw from central air conditioning duct directly below
radio. Push duct right then left to remove.
Remove knobs and shafts nuts from radio.
Remove (1) hex nut securing radio rear support under dash.
Disconnect power, antenna, speaker and all electrical connections.
Remove radio

FACTORY WIRING CODES
www.scosche-cars.com or Call

For Factory Wiring Codes go to:
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LIABILITY DISCLAIMER

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER

This instruction booklet is based on carefully documented data and research of automobile dash
disassembly, wire harness/codes and information pertaining to installation of this kit (GM1481) in 197387 General Motors Vehicles. Scosche Industries, Inc. can not be held responsible for discrepancies/
inconsistencies that may occur due to the automobile manufacturing changes or options, or damage
that may occur in the automobile during the installation of components while using this booklet.

If you have any further questions, call our toll free technical help line at: 1-800-621-3695x3
© 2003 SCOSCHE INDUSTRIES, INC.
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